
What are you invested in?

I don’t mean is it stocks or bonds or some kind of business venture.

I’m not talking about where any extra money is in your financial portfolio.

I mean what are YOU, as a person, invested in?


We all invest ourselves in different things in life.

We can invest ourselves in a particular job or a career that we have chosen.

We can invest ourselves in hobbies, like fishing or golfing or antique hunting.

Lots of us are invested in following sports and rooting for their favorite teams.

Generally, we tend to be heavily invested in the things we love the most.


And so, for many people, our deepest investment can be in relationships with others.

We can invest ourselves in relationships with friends that we have made.

We can invest ourselves in our marriages or devotion to our partners in life.

And some, who are not married or lost a spouse, are invested in other relationships.

Such as with our parents, or children, or grandchildren that we have.


No matter who or what we have invested ourselves in,…to do so is a commitment.

To be invested in something means to fully put yourself into the endeavor.

To put your heart and soul and mind and thoughts and even money into it.

Not occasionally, but paying attention to it on a regular basis.

It involves a constant concern and is given priority over other lesser things we have.

It is an obligation to be actively involved in how it is doing and to help it keep growing.

Like a financial investment, what we invest ourselves in requires attention and action.

Always doing things to help make it better and more healthy and keep it productive.


And we do so, in part, because of the return on our investment we end up getting.

When we pour ourselves into a relationship with love, we hope to get love in return.

Same with a hobby or a job, but in relationships it can even be more rewarding.

Because the best interest we can gain is to receive back what we’ve put into it.


Sadly, sometimes relationships we’ve invested ourselves in can be risky and fail us.

When a relationship disappoints, just like a stock that goes down, we tend to disinvest.

We can start giving up investing in a relationship if there’s not an investment  returned.

Then we might withdraw our  devotion in order to avoid suffering any more hurt or loss.


So what,….or better I should say,…. who are you invested in?

It may be one of the above or it may be several or all the things that I’ve mentioned.

We can invest ourselves in lots of things and people if we want to put forth that effort.

But just how much we are willing to do tells the truth of how deeply we are invested in.


I can tell you this - there is someone who is invested in you and always has been.

That someone is God/Jesus. 
That’s what the story of the Good Shepherd we heard today is really all about.

Its about the fact that God/Jesus is invested in us and all that that means.
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In the metaphor example he gives, Jesus calls himself “the good shepherd”.	 	
(Sounds like a good name for a church, don’t you think?).

But then he goes on to describe what the good shepherd does for the sheep.

And its not an passive or occasional investment, but a complete one.

He says the shepherd knows the sheep and they know him - investment.

He values them and regularly speaks to them so they know his voice - investment.

The good shepherd loves the sheep so that he even lays down his life for them.

Total investment ! 

In contrast, the “hired hand” is not invested in the sheep but just works for the money.

So when trouble comes, he bails on them and leaves them vulnerable.

Just as we can sometimes give up on things or people we are not deeply invested in, 
the hired hand will quickly dis-invest himself if things get dicey or troubled for him.


But Jesus is telling us he’s personally invested in us and will care for and protect us!

How God is invested with you is not how the ‘hired hand’ dis-invests with the sheep.

God is invested in us totally and completely and on a daily, minute by minute, basis.

Speaking to us, listening to us, knowing us, caring for us, valuing us; even dying for us.

Invested in the relationship with us to where nothing else is more important than that.


And, let’s be honest folks, there are many times in life when we are a bad investment.

When we don’t offer a return of this total investment of love that God has in us.

When we do the wrong things in our relationship with God that causes him pain.

When our selfish-centeredness or refusal to admit wrongs hurts others.

When we neglect to do the many good things we could to do to benefit God’s will.


Yet, God does not bail on his investment in us when our stock goes down like that.

God does not dis-invest and chose other options when we fail to provide returns. 

God does not even withdraw investing in us when there is little or no return.

No,…God rides out the storm and stays invested in us, hoping our stock will rise.


Our lives can often be like the stock market; we can go up but also drop really low.

And like analysts who try to tell why that happens with the market,… for us too there 
are a variety of reasons,… 

most of which just boil down to a matter of being human.

But whether our stock is good or bad, God keeps solidly investing with us.


So please realize and take to heart what this concept of ‘the good shepherd’ means.

It means that God is totally invested in us, regardless of anything and no matter what.

It’s an investment of love we can count on now and in the future.

The more we do that, the more of our own investment in loving God will be returned.	 


	 	 Amen
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